
Ortnaments, V slot, painted 

Blank – Construction lumber 1-1/2 X 1-1/2 X 5” long.
This a one piece ornament.  I put the put the blank into a 4 
jaw chuck  with  the tail stock  for support and turn it round.  
Ornaments 
Next I turn the icicle or what will be the bottom finial on the 
tail stock end, working my way back to the ball or main part 
of the ornament and start to cut down the top finial a small 
bit leaving enough support to cut the v-groves without 
breaking it off. 
After turning the icicle and ball paint what ever you want 
painted and let dry, if want sparkle paint in some places now 
is the time for that, let dry very well, like over night. 
When dry sand off excess paint and finish turning the top 
end of the ball leaving a finial for a means of hanging the 
ornament.  
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Start with a 2-1/2” round or square blank, 3” long.  Place between centers and turn round with a 
tennon on one end to fit into a four-jaw chuck.


Place in chuck and prepare for routing slots for inlays by turning blank down to 2-1/4 in. and with a 
parting tool cut a slot 1-1/2 in. from tail stock end.  This is the size of the ball when completed.


Place the router jig on lathe bed with router attached and align so router bit cuts slots diagonally 
across top center of the blank approximately 3/8" deep, 50 deg. angle, using a 90 deg. V-bit. I do 5 
or 7 slots. (Cutting the slots will require practicing on a waste blank to get the proper depth and 
alignment of the cuts.)  Glue the inlays of contrasting wood in the slots (I use yellow glue as I find CA 
glue sets too fast with no time for adjustment) and wait for glue to dry before turning to final shape.*


When glue is dry, complete turning, drill a 9/16” hole into the ball to the depth you want to hollow to. 
(Approx. 1–3/8” deep.)  After hollowing drill a ½” hole through other end. Now part the ball off at the 
1-1/2" parting line.  Turn a 9/16" dia. tennon on the remaining piece that is in the chuck to fit snugly 
(jam fit) in the hole in the ball. Jam the ball on the tennon and finish sanding and put on the finish of 
choice.


Blank for icicle is 1-1/8” sq. x approx. 5-1/2" long. Place in the chuck (for the icicle and finial I use #1 
or pin jaws on the chuck) and turn to desired shape starting at the tailstock end and finishing as you 
go, and make a tennon on the headstock end approx. 3/4" long to fit the hole in one end of the ball.  
Now make a finial for the top of the ornament in the same manner as you made the icicle.  
Remember to drill a very small hole in the end of the finial for a small eye screw or eye pin.  Glue eye 
pin with CA glue.


Glue the finial and icicle into the ball with CA, or yellow glue and the ornament is complete


I use a friction polish because it dries quickly, and then give it a quick buffing with Carnuba wax.


*To make the inlays, cut strips of wood approx. ½ in. sq. by 6 or 8 in. long (whatever you feel 
comfortable with cutting on a table saw, as these must be cut very straight and smooth.) Next, cut 
the strips diagonally length-wise using a V-block jig on a band saw and finally cut to the proper 
length to fit the slots.


Tools needed:

Router, and a jig that you must make & a router with a 1/2 (or 9/16) 90 deg. V bit.

Spindle roughing gouge

½ or 3/8 in. spindle gouge

Small hollowing tool

Parting tool

¼ in skew

½ in. drill bit

9/16 in. drill bit




Unistrut   P1000
1644 Butler Plank Rd, Glenshaw, PA 15116
(412) 486-8488

Wood Gears / Dividing Plate
https://woodgears.ca/gear_cutting/flash.html


Robert Rosand   hollowing tool
198 Dug Road  
Bloomsburg, PA 17815  
Phone: (570) 784-6158  

https://woodgears.ca/gear_cutting/flash.html
https://www.manta.com/c/mb4wwgy/robert-rosand
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